An introspective, poignant voyage through one man’s struggle to reconcile his past. A beautifully written book highlighting the senseless choices that good people were forced to make. Gemma Liviero, bestselling author of Pastel Orphans and Broken Angels. About the Author. Through unexpected characters and vivid prose, Olivia Hawker explores the varied landscape of the human spirit. Olivia’s interest in genealogy often informs her writing. Within minutes of opening ‘The Ragged Edge of Night’ on my kindle, I was entranced. The writing is both poetic and compelling and the story flowed along, carrying me with it. Anton is a super sympathetic main character and I couldn’t resist him. The Ragged Edge is a compelling narrative of one Marine’s year in Iraq and his efforts to build a new Iraqi Army. Michael Zacchea offers his unique perspective on American involvement in the Middle East—a perspective that can only be gleaned from firsthand experience. US Representative Elizabeth H. Esty (Fifth District, Connecticut). RAGGED EDGE. anyone preparing to advise foreign forces. Highly recommended. Ragged edge leading the Iraqi army fifth battalion. TED KEMP is an editor, writer, and foreign cor

AUTHORS’ NOTE The names of some of the surviving Iraqis in this book have been altered in order to protect them and their families from retaliation. 

The Ragged Edge was written in the year 1922 by Harold MacGrath. This book is one of the most popular novels of Harold MacGrath, and has been translated into several other languages around the world. This book is published by Booklassic which brings young readers closer to classic literature globally. Romance. The ragged book, otherwise known as the Book of the Elemental Body, is obtained during the Elemental Workshop III quest. It is used with soft clay to make a key mould. If destroyed this book can be found in a player-owned house bookcase after the quest or it can be reobtained by searching the bookshelf in the Seers’ Village chapel. The player must have the book in their inventory to make a Body body on the anvils located in the Elemental workshop. The book is not necessary to create body items after